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In this thesis an efficient approach to collision detection is proposed. Also
presented is the incorporation of this collision detector in two methods for
automatic robot path planning. The collision detector is based on representing
objects by a hierarchy of bounding spheres. Features of the collision detector
are: one, that computation time depends on the proximity of the objects, and
two, that the method concentrates its efforts on the parts of objects most
likely to have geometric interference as determined by collision information.
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CE{.APT'ER. 1.

INTR,OD{.]CTTON

The desire of humans to have machines that aid them in dangerous, tedi-
ous or superhuman tasks has existed for a long time. The use of hand tools to
process food, build shelters and kill animals preceded the advent of power
tools. Animals, water, wind, and fire \¡i'ere utilized as power souÍces for
machines that extended the ability of humans to perform work. Use of exter-
nal power sources requires a method of control. The first type of control sys-

tems were supervisory control. For example, the inputs to an ox pulling a plow
have to be determined, or the sails have to be set on a sailboat. lvith the
advent of mechanical and electrical feedback control systems, fully automatic
machines were possible. Larger scale tasks that could not be performed previ-
ously such as mass transportation, large scale manufacturing or large scale pro-
cessing are now possible. Hybrid control systems consisting of a human super-
visor and an array of feedback control systems enabled one to accomplish very
complex tasks and increase one's productivity. The introduction of digital
computers into modern cont¡ol systems dramatically increases the flexibility
and capability of machines. Computers are present in the low level control
loops and in the higher level supervisory control decisions. One of the costs
for the added flexibility of machines controlled by computers is programming.
The development of computers which automatically program machines is
required to increase the level of automation. Such computers will require
extensive "world" knowledge to complete their task.

Today a vast array of machines, tools and power sources are available to
achieve new goals. Mechanical manipulators coupled with computer control
i.e. robots, are one of the more recent developments available. The term
robot, which had its origins from the play "Rossum's Universal Robots" by the
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Czech dramatist Karel Capek in 7921, describes a set of machines. The size of
this set depends upon the particular definition of robot. One possíble
definition states that a robot is a mechanical manipulator whose degrees of
freedom are computer controlled. This definition is very broad and would
include many devices which may not be commonly considered as robots. One
can further reduce the number of devices considered to be robots by adding
the clause that the devices must be used to manipulate objects and that the
devices be programmable.

1.1" Task level Robo8 systems

A relatively recent topic of research is the development of task level
robot systems. While the definition of a task level robot system varies, such
systems are typically characterized by being told what to do rather than being
told the details of how to execute a task. This differs from supervisory robot
systems which require a constant human presence in guiding the robot
through its task. It also differs from programmable robots, where a human
writes a program which contains the motion commands that enable a robot to
complete a task. A block diagram of a potential task level system is shown in
Figure 1.1. The block structure of a task level system will vary according the
the class of tasks to be performed by a particular robot. Generally, a task level
robot system can be divided into planning and control subsystems.

The planning subsystem translates a task, given as object oriented com-
mands, into a suitable robot strategy. This strategy, which may be expressed as

a robot program, is developed with the aid of a motion planner which ensures
that the particular robot can safely execute the required motions. To develop
a robot strategy, the planning subsystem requires world information in the
form of environment data and/or rules about motion strategies. Geometric and
location data of objects may be acquired from automatic sensors or human
input.

At the lowest level of robot control systems are the servo controllers
which require position, velocity and acceleration feedback of joint values. At
the next level, trajectory generators generate set points for the servo feedback
loops. Generally, trajectory generators require kinematic and trajectory
models of the robot to calculate set points for the servo control loops. Some
robot controllers allow for interfaces with vision, proximity, and/or force sen-
sors. Robot motion will be executed depending on the state of the particular
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Figure 1.1 : Block diagram of a task level robot system
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sensors.

L.2. Fresent RoboÉ Fnognamming T'echnÍques

The programming of robots requires writing a program of motion com-
mands and defining "robot locations", which describe a position and orienta-
tion of a robot end effecter. Presently, robot manufacturers have their own
Programming languages which vary in complexity. Programming constructs
such as loops, conditionals, and subroutines are available in many languages.
For a survey of robot programming languages the reader is referred to [3].

Often, generating a robot program is not difficult or time consuming
compared to defining the robot locations. One of the most common ways to
define robot locations is to manually specify the desired locations using a
robot motion 'teach pendant". Location data are specified by moving the
robot to each location and recording the location data. In doing so the pro-
grammer also ensures that safe motions will result by. including any intermedi-
ate or "via" points as required. One advantage of this method of programming
is that the resulting robot motion is a "playback" of what is programmed. on
the other hand, some disadvantages of this "teach through showing', approach
are that it is often time consuming, possibly unsafe because it is done on the
spot using the robot itself, and costly because the long programming time
required disrupts the production process associated with the robot.

Off-line programming, where location data are obtained from a CAD
(computer aided design) system, can overcome some of the difficulties men-
tioned above, however it poses some problems. one such problem is the
discrepancy between the kinematic, trajectory, and geometric models of the
robot, that a¡e used in the programming phase, and the actual robot" Another
problem is the need for the operator to visually determine safe robot motions
from a two dimensional display of the robot and its environment. Safeness of
robot motions could, however, be verified by testing for collisions in a pro-
posed robot motion, using suitable models of the robot and its envi¡'onment.
To this end, a collision detector, which would be used as an aid to an offline
robot programmer, is proposed.

A more attractive possibility is to automatically generate safe motions
between given task locations. Such a capability will be more useful as robot
tasks grow in complexity, for example, in automated assembly. In such a sys-
tem it is desired to program by specifying what is to be done rather than
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giving the details of how it is to be done. Evidently, among other things, this
calls for the ability to find collision free paths for the robot and its payload.

An important question to ask is the need for automatic path planning
and the type of applications that will benefit most from such a development.
Programming of existing robot applications, such as pick and place and con-
tour following, would benefit from an automatic path planner. Futr¡re robot
applications that will benefit from automatic path planning would include
remote applications such space and sea, and harsh environments such as
nuclear and chemical plants.

1..3. Scope of Thesis

The find-path problem can be defined as follows. Given two robot loca-
tions, which are sometimes referred to as configurations, find a collisicn free
path between them or report that none exists.

Automatic path planning between two robot configurations can 'ae con-
sidered with or without knowledge of objects in the robot's environment. This
thesis will consider the case of the known environment. The solution of these
two cases of path planning would likely be very different. The former dealing
with a world description in a database and the latter dealing with real time
interpretation of senso( information.

In this thesis an approach is proposed, implemented and tested for
representing objects for purposes of collision detection. Also presenteC is the
use of this collision detector in two approaches to the find-path probìem. In
particular, a generate and test approach is implemented on a pUI¡lA 560
robot, and an approach previously presented by Gouzenes [9,10] is imple-
mented and tested for examples of two dimensional robots as well as for the
first three links of a PUMA 560 robot.

In order to develop and test collision detection algorithms as well as
find-path algorithms, a general and flexible robot simulator was implemented.
LISP was chosen as the development language in order to quickly build a pro-
totype simulator. when a LMI LAMBDA LISP Machine beceme available, this
proved to be a very productive programming environment. For future develop-
ments, this system can serve as an excellent environment to quickly try new
ideas, algorithms, and models in robotics. To evaluate the algorithms and
models developed, it was necessary to develop graphic output for illustration
of the two dimensional experiments. A serial conmunication interface
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between the LtrSF machine and the PUMA 560 robot was developed for testing
the three dimensional models and find-path algorithms.

The thesis is organized as follows. First, a review of the literature on the
robot 'find-path" problem is presented. Details are given on the proposed
object representation and the associated collision detector. Thirdly, incorpora-
tion of the proposed collision detector in two approaches to the solution for
the find-path problem are presented. A discussion of the implementation of
the collision detector, implementation of two find-path .methods, and the
results of experiments performed in two dimensions as well as experiments in
three dimensions is included. Finally, potential extensions, a summary of
what was done, and conclusions are presented.

In Appendix A, an overview of the robot simulation environment
(PPLAN), which was developed for this thesis is presented. Appendix B is a

manual containing brief descriptions of major functions in PPLAN and their
usage. Source listings of PPLAN are available from the author upon request.
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CE{^APTER 2

Fath Flanning

Before beginning a survey of find-path research, it is necessary to define
terminology commonly used in the area.

2"L" Configuration space and free space

configuration space of a robot, which will be referred to as c-space, is
the set of all robot configurations. For an open link robot of n links, this space
is n-dimensional and is formed by the cartesian product,

C-space = jr X jzx jtx x jo

where i¡ is the range of values for the i'å link parameter. The free space of a
robot, which will be referred to as F-space, is a subset of c-space and is
defined by all configurations of the robot for which the robot does not collide
with other objects. F-space is the complement of the set of all points occupied
by the obstacles in C-space. Any robot configuration is represented by a point
in its c-space. Accordingly, in c-space the path planning problem becomes
the simpler one of finding a continuous path for a point that is completely
contained in F-space. Unfortunately, accurate representation of F-space for six
degree of freedom robots is a rather difficult problem. This is a manifestation
of the fact that obstacles with simple geometry in Cartesian space can become
very complex shapes in C-space. Figure 2.1a shows that polygonal obstacles in
Cartesian space become polygonal obstacles in C-space of an object which can
only translate in the x or y direction. Figu re 2.7b shows the complex shape of
a simple Cartesian obstacle in the the C-space of a serial link robot which has
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Cartesian space

C-space
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Figure 2.1

Cartesian space

C-space

b"

Obstacle representation in C-space
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two rotational joints.

Z.Z. Free Space RepresentaÉåom

F-space of robots can be represented in many rfvays. Each method of
representation allows for different path finding algorithms. For example, F'-
sPace can be rePresented as a connected graph. In one representation, each
node in the $Iaph represents a region of F-space and each a¡c indicates adja-
cent regions. Characteristics of such regions should be such that movement
within a region is trivial, determining adjacency of regions be easy, and move-
ment between adjacent regions can be determined. In a second approach, each
node represents a safe configuration and each arc represents a safe trajectory.
For both approaches the solution for path planning then becomes a much
simpler problem of finding a path between two nodes of a connected graph
[21].

2"3. Find-path Survey

The find-path problem in robotics refers to the problem of generating a
safe robot path between an initial and a final robot configuration. Schwartz
and Sharir [19,20], determined an algorithm to solve the find-path problem
which has computational time bounds that are exponential in terms of the
degrees of freedom of the manipulator and polynomial in terms of geometric
complexity. Computational time bounds are mathematical expressions which
show how the computation time for an algorithm increases with the size of the
problem. The algorithm was never implemented because of its apparent com-
plexity. It is based on representing F-space with a graph of adjacent F-space
regions generated by Tarski Sets. The complexity of the problem has directed
recent research efforts to use approximations and to exploit available con-
straints to produce practical solutions. For example, Brooks [4,5] used the con-
cept of ofreewayso in C-space for moving polygons with rotation amorg
polygons, constraints on allowed payload rotations, and motion decoupling
between the upper and lower arms to obtain a solution for a PUMA robot for
pick and place operations.

One of the simplest approaches to the find-path problem is the generate
and test method. The basic idea is to hypothesize a path, say the shortest path
to the destination, and then to determine if it is safe. If the.path is safe it is
taken as the solution, otherwise, a nev/ path is proposed and the process
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repeated" One way of generating a new path is to use information from the
detected collision to identify a safe intermediate location and start the algo-
rithm with the intermediate location as the destination. Of course, there is no
guarantee that a path could be found. Furthermore, if one is found it is
merely feasible, as opposed to an optimal collision free path. Moreover, this
method is characterized by a local view. That is to say that such approaches
consider only the objects colliding and do not take other objects into account
when proposing a ne$/ path. Myers [14] proposed such an approach for simple
tasks such as palletizing. A collision detector is a basic ingredient of such an
approach and an efficient collision detector is a definite asset.

Find-path solutions with a global point of view tend to include a

representation of F-space. Lozano-Perez l7l,lã,l3l, and Brooks and Lozano-
Perez [6] transformed obstacles from their Cartesian representation into their
C-space rePresentation from which it was possible to obtain a representation
of F-space. Gouzenes [9,10], in principle, discretized c-space with an n-
dimensional grid, where n is the number of degrees of freedom of the robot,
and used a collision detector to test at the nodes to generate a representation
of F-space. Actually, collision detection is not performed at all grid points of
C-space. Since swept volumes of robot links represent large regions of C-
sPace, collision detection with swept volumes of robot links reported on large
regions of C-space. This reduced the number of tests required but not neces-
sarily their complexity. Even with the above advantage, the maximum number
of collision checks grows exponentially with the number of degrees of f¡ee-
dom of the robot being considered, hence, an efficient collision detector is
important in an implementation of Gouzenes' approach.
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CHAPTER, 3

Geomeúric representation for interference detection

The choice of a geometric representation should reflect the goals and
nature of their intended use. In the case of CAD, geometric accuracy is a
predominant consideration since the models will be used in various engineer-
ing analyses such as stress analysis or for program generation in computer
aided manufacturing. For interference analysis between objects in path plan-
ning, and in particular for gross motion planning, high precision of object
rePresentation is not required, because errors in object location and robot
movement do not justify the cost of a precise representation. In fact, conserva-
tive representations are more advantageous as they provide some margin of
safety. What is most often required is fast computation of interference detec-
tion rather than geometrical precision.

3"1. Froposed geometric re¡lresentation scheme

There are many ways of representing three dimensional objects in a data
structure. Some of the well known representation techniques are spatial occu-
pancy' constructive solid geometry, swept volume, and boundary representa-
tions [18]. For purposes of interference detection, a representation is pro-
posed where all objects, whether they represent robot links, swept volumes,
obstacles or collections of obstacles are represented by a hierarchy of spheres.
For illustration, consider the rectangular object in Figure 3.la and its
representation by a hierarchy of spheres (circles in two dimensional space)
shown in Figure 3.1b. The union of circles from each level of the hierarchy
bounds the object being modelled. At each node, the original object is divided
and the resulting osub-objects" are separately bounded by smaller circles.
These two facts allow for effective interference detection between two objects
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a" rectangular object and spheres

b. híerarchy of spheres

Figure 3.1 Hierarchy of spheres for an object
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by comparing their hierarchical representations. Two objects are said to inter-
fere if any of the leaves of their representations intersect. Two objects do not
interfere if a set of spheres from one object, which bounds that object, does
not interfere with any spheres from a set of spheres which bound the second
object. Interference detection between spheres is done by comparing the dis-
tance between their centers and the sum of their radii. This is done very easily
for both two dimensional and three dimensional spheres.

3.2. Fnoposed collision detecÉor

Given the geometric representation of objects by a hierarchy of spheres,
where the hierarchy is a binary tree, the collision detector called interferep-
obj, a predicate function which reports on two objects x and y, proceeds as

follctrys. If the most crude representations of x and y are not interfering, then
x and y are not colliding and interferep-obj stops and reports appropriately.
Otherwise, interferepobj is applied to the more precise representations of x
and y. If x and y have no more precise representations, then x and y are said
to collide. For readers with a LISP background, the following is a description
of the collision detection algorithm in',Pseudo LISP".



Given,: x aqd y are-binary tr_ee representations of two objects
(interferep-sphere sI s2) is a predicate function which

returns t if sl and s2 collide, otherwise, nil is
returned"

s1,s2 are spheres defined by a center and radius

Using the basic functions of LISP

(car a) returns first element of a
(cadr a) returns second element of a
(caddr a) returns third element of a
(null a) is a predicate function which determines

if a is undèfined
(cond (pl fll f12 "..)

(pz f21t22 ...)
(p3 f31 f32 ...)

-tr4-

the forms after
returns the value

(pn fnl fn2 ...))
is a function which evaluates
a true predicate is found and
,f the last form evaluated

; indicates a comment

The algorithm proceeds as follows
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(interferep-obj (x y)
(cond. ((null x) 0) ; no represenrarion for x

((null y) 0) - ; no reprèsentation f.or y ?

; check crudest representations of x ând
; interference

((interferep-sphere (car x) (car y))

? return nil
return nil
y for

representation

crudest representations a:e cölliding,
more precrse representatlons are

; checked if any exist
(cond ((null (cádr x)) ;more precise

;for x ?
(cond ((null (cadr y)) t) ;more precise

;rep. for y ?

;return t
; othenvise check x against more
; precÍse representation of v
(or _(interfèrep-obj x (cadr'y))

(interferep-obj x

(t (cond ((nuu (cadr-,1f",å11i 3J¿lì)," ,"0.

; check r "¿:ïJ Lor" precise
; representation of x
(or.(interferep-obj (cadr x) y)
. (interferep-obj (caddr i)-y)))

; check more precise represeitati'on of
; x agatnst precise representation of y
(t (or (inteiferep-obi (cadr x)

(interrerer*iiUl} .,
(interrerep$iigflÌ Ð

(inrerrerer$ii:*à, *l
(r nil))) ; no collision so ,"r"Îå10,i 

v))))))))

3.3. .A,lgorithm Fro¡rertÍes

Figure 3.2 illustrates the circles used in computing
between a two dimensional robot and its environment
from and near to obstacles. Comparison of these two
properties of the interference detection algorithm. Note
terminate after comparing the top level spheres of each

interference detection
when the robot is far
cases highlights many

that the algorithm can

object when they are
sufficiently far apart. Accordingly, computation time for interference
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f.ar

b. near

Figure 3.2 Interference detecËion between objecËs
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detection between rwo objects wiil depend on their proximity. Also, notice
that the entire rePresentation of objects is rarely used because the interfer-

. ence detection algorithm "homes in" on potential collisions without consider-
ing the entire object. This idea can be extended by grouping collections of
small objects into a single region and considering the objects enclosed only
when necessary. In the example, one can imagine that the obstacles are really
a collection of smaller objects. To restate the above properties, one can say
that the algorithm and representation technique allow computation to occur
only when necessary. For the above reasons a hierarchy of spheres can be a
good geometric rePresentation for purposes of interference detection between
objects.

3.4" Comparison

A comparison between geometric interference detection algorithms that
employ different object representations is difficult. Two important factors that
should be considered in such a comparison ¿ue computational speed and preci-
sion of spatial'representation. A simple comparison of two object interference
algorithms can be made as follows. consider, two methods Ã1 and R2 of
representing objects. Let R1 be a non-hierarchical representation, and let R2
be a hierarchical representation. Associated with each method of representa-
tion is an interference detection algorithm, namely /1 and /2 which have com-
putation times t1 and t2 respectively. Consider, performing interference
detection between two objects A and B n number of times with both f 1 and
12. Let d(A,B) be a distance function for the objects A and B. Assume rhat
d(A,B) has a probability density function shown in Figure 33. Assume that r 1

and t 2 depend on d(A,B) as shown in Figure 3.4. In the above thought experi-
ment, let 11 and T2be the total computation times for /1 and I2respectively.
T I will not depend on d(A,B), whereas 12 will be strongly dependent on
d(A,B). If the shape of the object distance probability density function is
favourable then R2 and /2 is the better representation and ttre better algorithm
to use.
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p (d(A,B))

d(A,B)

Figure 3.3 Probabilíty density function for
distance between obiects A and B

trme

d (A,B)

Computation tÍme for interference
detection algorithms

Figure 3.4
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3.5. GeneraÉing re[DresenÉatÍon

Currently, a programmer determines the spheres used to represent an
object with the aid of algorithms which generate hierarchies of spheres from
simple shapes. For example, one such algorithm returns a collection of
spheres, organized as a binary tree, as a geometric representation for any rec-
tangle. Figure 3.1 shows the binary tree of spheres generated for a rectangle.
The algorithm works by finding a bounding sphere for a rectangle and then
recursively sub-dividing that rectangle until the length to width ratio of the
new rectangle is less than the square root of two. A similar algorithm was
implemented for three-dimensional boxes with trapezoidal cross-sections. As
an example of the modeling capability of a hierarehy of spheres, consider, the
most precise representation of a representation used for a PUMA 560 robot
shown in Figure 35. In the future, automatic generation of a good representa-
tion by bounding hierarchy of spheres from a CAD object representation
would be a very useful tool.
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Figure 3"5 Representation of pUMA wÍth spheres
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CX{APTER, 4

The use of the collision detector within find-path solutions

This chapter discusses the incorporation of the proposed geometric
representation and the associated collision detector in two ûnd-path solution
methods. The first is a generate and test approach and the second is based on
rePresentation of F-space" In both methods collision detection is a fundamen-
tal part, and hence there is potentially a signiûcant advantage in using an
approach that is computationally efficient.

4.L. GeneraÉe snd Test

Solution to the find-path problem with a generate and test approach
requires an ability to check the safeness of a robot trajectory and to propose
intermediate robot locations if a trajectory is unsafe. One technique of check-
ing a trajectory is to determine the geometric volume that the robot sweeps
out as it executes the trajectory and determine if this volume collides with
obstacles. For robots with rotational joints this method is difficult because the
volumes swept by robot motions are complex shapes, and hence difficult to
represent' A second, simpler approach discretizes a robot trajectory and tests
for safeness of each intermediate robot configuration. The size of the discreti-
zation steps should be small enough to reduce the chance of missing a colli-
sion' Evidently, in choosing a step size, there is a trade-off between the proba-
bility of missing a collision and the amount of computation. Alternatively, to
guarantee a safe trajectory, robot links can be enlarged to bound the volume
swept by all robot configurations in a discretization interval. An associated
penalty, however, is that enlarging the robot nray eliminate legitimate trajec-
tories. For either technique an efficient collision detector is desirable.
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When checking the safeness of robot trajectories, reduction of the
number of collision checks can be achieved by using a variable number of
checks for each link. For example, the end effecter of a serial link manipula-
tor wiil often move much larger distances than the first link. In such a case

the collision detector should dynamically determine the number of checks for
each link depending on the distance travelled by each link.

The second aspect of the generate and test solution is to propose inter-
mediate robot configurations when collisions are detected. For each particular
robot the rules and heuristics used will vary according to the application. For
example, one can choose to limit the choices for collision avoidance with a

PUMA 560 robot to three strategies. Given that a collision is detected, an
attempt to move over, inside, or outside of the obstacle that is in collision
with the PUMA payload can be considered. An example of such an approach
is p:esented in the next chapter.

4"2. F'-space Representation

Global find-path solutions generally use a representation of F-space,
which can be described by a collection of regions formed from the cells gen-
erated by imposing an n dimensional grid on C-space, where n is the number
of degrees of freedom of the robot" Clearly, the number of cells in an n
dimensional grid grows exponentially with the degrees of freedom of the
robot" For example, if each dimension of C-space is divided into 32 steps then
C-space for a three degree of freedom robot would consist of about 32,000
cells, and the number of cells contained in C-space for a six degree of free-
dom robot increases to about 1,000,000,000 cells. obviously, checking each
cell of C-space individually for robot safeness and storing only the cells that
are part of F-space can be very demanding, especially for robots with more
than three degrees of freedom. If however it is possible to effectively check
large regions of C-space, the work required to determine F-space will be
reduced. The procedure would be to check a large region of C-space, and if it
is found to be part of F-space it is stored, otherwise, it is broken down and
investigated further. Such a method has two benefits, one being that the
number of checks is reduced and secondly that the number of regions used to
represent F-space is less. The number of F-space regions can be further
reduced if adjacent regions can be combined into larger regions of a similar
shape. For example, the combined region should still be convex, otherwise the
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regions should not be combined. Fewer regions of F-spaee will result in faster
searches for paths contained in F-space.

As mentioned earlier, Gouzenes [9,10] recently proposed a method of
obtaining a representation of F-space that is efficient in terms of the number
of checks required to determine F-space and the number of regions used to
represent F-space. Since collision detection is a major requirement, improve-
ment in the performance of this method may be obtained by improving the
computational efficiency of the collision checks required. The general ver-
sions of the algorithms to implement Gouzenes'method are briefly described
and then illustrated by a simple example below. The reader is referred to
[9,10] for further details.

Gouzenes' find-path solution contains four steps:

L Test regions of c-space and if free store in a tree structure

2 F'rom this tree structured representation of F-space find adjacencies
of regions and construct a graph of connected regions.

3 Search the resulting graph for a connected sequence of regions from
the region containing the initial robot configuration to the region
containing the final robot configuration.

4 Generate a robot trajectory contained in the sequence of regions
found.

This method is illustrated by way of a simple two dimensional example. Fig-
ure 4.1^ shows an object which can move in the x oi y direction in an environ-
ment with three stationary obstacles. Figure 42 shows the cells of F-space
that are generated for very large discretization steps in x and y. The F-space
representation is obtained by checking a large rectangle which bounds the
volume swept out by the object for all values of y, for any x position of the
object. This rectangle is checked for safeness at a series of positions along the
x axis. If the large rectangle is free from collisions, it is stored as a region of
F-space, otherwise the object is checked for collisions at a series of positions
along the y axis. While checking the object along y, adjacent regions of F-
space are combined so that the final regions are as large as possible. Clearly,
the quality of the representation of F'-space is determined by the size of the
discretization steps used. This explains the very rough representation of F-
space in Figure 4.2. Figure 43 shows the tree structured organization of F-
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Figure 4.1 M69ing object and obstacles

Figure 4.2 C-space representation of moving object
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sPace regions. Regions of F-space are completely defined at the leaves of this
tree, while each branch indicates a range of values for the object's reference
point position. A cell is defined by the branches followed back to the root of
the tree and by the complete range of positions not specified. This tree organ-
ization of the regions of F-space is used to aid the search for adjacent regions
and later to find which region a given robot configuration is a member of.

Figure 4.4 shows the final graph of F-space regions for the mobile object
of Figure 4.1. Each node in the graph represents one region of F-space. Each
arc in the graph indicates adjacent regions, where adjacent means that the
region boundaries overlap or touch at least at one point. From such a connec-
tivity graph of F-space regions, it is relatively simple to find a feasible path
between any two object positions, if one exists"
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Fígure 4 " 3 Tree representation of F-space

Figure 4.4 Graph of connected F-space regions
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CE{APTER, 5
[mplementa'tion details and expenimenÉal resr¡lts

This chapter contains a description of the implementation of the find-
path method of Gouzenes [9,10]. This description includes algorithms for:
finding F-space regions, finding adjacency of F-space regiòns, ild finding
robot paths from an F-space representation. The remainder of this chapter is
organized as follows. A description of the developed robot simulator is given.
Next, all experimental results are described for both two-dimensional and
three-dimensional examples. Finally, extensions of the algorithms developed
are identified.

5.1. General Atgonithms for Gouzenes'method

The method of generating a F-space representation outlined by Gouzenes
[9,10] was implemented. The algorithm is the same as described by Gouzenes
except that objects and virtual swept objects are represented by the proposed
hierarchy of spheres. The goal of the algorithm is to check all configurations
of a robot for geometric safeness and build a representation of F-space. pro-
vided that a representation of a robot and obstacles in its environment exists,
and that a collision detector that operates on the chosen object representa-
tions exists, the algorithm for finding and storing regions of F-space can be
described as a recursive algorithm expressed in ,,pseudo LISp', as follows.
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Given: - link is the name of a robot link
- obstacles is a list of objects which

ca¡r be considered as obstacles
- link-swept-rep is the representation of

the volume 
-giv-en. 

by iw-eeping the remaining
links over all their configürations

- (interferep-obj a b), is a prldicate function
which returns t when two objects oao and ',b,,
interfere geometrically, otherwise nil
is returned"

(F-space-decomp (link)
(for all positions of ihe link

(if (interferep-obj link obsracles)
then move link to next pósition

(else if (interferep-obj link-swèpr-rep
obstacles)

then (F-space-decomp next-link))
(else (addiell-to-F-space-tree))))

For each degree of freedom of a robot, the algorithm classifies each
interval in one of three ways. If the geometric representation of a link is col-
liding with any obstacles, then the interval is discarded without further inves-
tigation. If the geometric representation of all configurations of supported
links is not colliding with any obstacles, a region of F-space has been found.
Otherwise, the algorithm is called recursively with the name of the supported
link. The efficiency of the final representation of F-space, in terms of number
of F-space regions, is increased by combining F-space regions where appropri-
ate. Although it is not explicitly stated in the abstract description of the algo-
rithm, successive regions of F-space are combined at each link level. The list
of F-space regions that would be found and stored for a link is shown in Fig-
ure 5.1. The resulting representation of F-space is a collection of F-space
regions stored in a tree structure. The tree structure for a typical F-space
representation is shown in Figure 5.2.

Performing an interference analysis between obstacles and a link posi-
tioned at the center of each discretization step does not guarantee that the
entire C-space interval is free from collisions. One way to guarantee that an
entire C-space interval is collision free is to determine the geometric shape of
the volume swept by all configurations of the link in the discretization inter-
val. The shape of this volume is generally not invariant with respect to its
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Position in C-space. Hence, in general, it is not possible to store this shape for
collision detection and it would have to be regenerated for each interval.
Another method is to determine a scale factor for enlarging á link in order to
bound the swept volume of the link over any discretization interval. Alterna-
tively, the obstacles could be enlarged by a sufficient amount. Both methods
guarantee a report on complete intervals, but at the cost of extra computation
and possibly a loss of F-space regions. Alternatively, one can allow the
interference check to occur with the link positioned at the center of each
interval and work with regions that represent either pure F-space or mixed C-
space. Results indicate that this mixed space representation is quite useful. An
example of using mixed space representation for the find-path problem is dis-
cussed later in this chapter.

5.1,1. Choosing a discretizatÍon step size

It is apparent, that the above algorithm requires a discretization step to
be chosen for each link of the robot. Clearly, decreasing the discretization
step size results in a more precise representation of F-space at the cost of
more computation time. Choosing the discretization steps for the link param-
eters is done using knowledge of the geometry of the robot links. For exam-
ple, rotational links with a large length to width ratio should have smaller
steps than a rotational link with a lower length to width ratio (see Figure 53).
Expression 5.1 is a simple relation which expresses this ídea. In this expression
n is the number of discretization levels, r is a length to width size factor of a

link, dq is the total range for the joint parameter, and ceiling is a function
which returns the next highest integer.

n = ceiling (r*dq) (s.1)

5,L.2" Finding adjacent regions of F-space

For purposes of finding safe paths it is useful to generate a connected
graph representation of the F-space regions. To generate a connected graph it
is necessary to find all adjacencies of F-space regions. Presently, the F-space
regions are all hyperparallelpipeds in C-space. That is, they are defined by a
set of intervals in each dimension of C-space. In general, a region of F-space
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is defined by a set of link parâmeter ranges as shown below, where jr1 is a

range of values for a link parameter"

U rt jrz'... jrr)

Two regions are adjacent if all link parameter ranges intersect at least for a

single value. An efficient method for finding all adjacent regions is produced
by using the fact that two regions can only be adjacent if they are members of
adjacent branches in the tree organization of F-space regions. The algorithm
developed uses the fact that two F-space regions can only be adjacent if they
are adjacent at a higher level in the F-space tree structured representation.
Region adjacencies are stored as a list of adjacent region names associated
with each region. This type of representation is useful for breadth-first con-
nected graph search techniques.

5"1.3. Finding paths from graph of F-space regions

F,ir the next step of this find-path solution, it is necessary to find which
F-space regions contain the initial and final robot configurations and then find
a connected sequence of regions between them. To find region membership of
a robot configuration, one searches the tree organization of F-space regions
until the correct one is found. To find a path between two regions there are
several possible methods. Clearly, a breadth-first search of the connected
graph of F-space regions will find the shortest path in terms of number of
regions [21]. Due to the fact that regions are not of the same size, this
sequence of regions may result in an unnecessarily long robot trajectory.

5.X..4. Generaúing Eobot path from e s€quexlae of regions

To complete the find-path solution, one must generate a robot path from
a sequence of F-space regions. Two methods of selecting a robot path were
used, and both assume that the robot can approximately execute straight line
motions in C-space. In the first method, one proposes a path consisting of
straight lines between the centers of consecutive F-space region intersections.
In the second method, one proposes a path that consists of a series of straight
lines which connect the nearest point in consecutive F-space regions. Figures
5.4a and 5.4b illustrate the first and second methods on a similar sequence of
regions. The first method generates the same path in either direction while the
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second method will generate a different path for both directions. The first
method produces more conservative and possibly more expensive motion in
terms cf tíme and energy. Neither of the above algorithms produce an
optimal path. As noted by Gouzenes [9,10], generating minimum time or
minimum energy paths from a sequence of regions is an open problem.

For the case of regions that are not guaranteed to contain only free
sPace, an unsafe robot trajectory may result. One way of circumventing this
problem is to use the collision detector to test the safety of a proposed path. If
a path is not safe, then one must either locally modify the part of the path
which is causing the collision, or try a trajectory from the next shortest
sequence of regions.

5.L.5. Execution of collision free paths with robots

In the preceding section it was assumed that a robot can execute straight
line motion in its C-space. Typically, most robot control systems allow for a

ûnite number of motion types between two configurations. Typically, a com-
plex continuous trajectory for a robot is programmed using a series of straight
line C-space motion commands between many intermediate points. Straight
line Cartesian motion is generated with this type of strategy.

Assuming that each link of a robot is a solid body, the dynamics of
robots can be represented by a set of n second order differential equations,
where n is the number of joints or degrees of freedom. This set of differential
equations is nonlinear and strongly coupled" Two methods for generating the
set of differential equations are the Lagrange and the Newton-Euler tech-
niques. If the dynamic model of the manipulator is known, this set of equa-
tions can be used to determine the torque inputs to the joint drive units for a

particular set of positions, velocities, and accelerations for each joint.

Typically, robot controllers do not account for the complexity of their
dynamic models. Hence even straight line motion in C-space will not be exe-
cuted exactly the same throughout the working volume of an industrial robot.
At low motion speeds the robot trajectory will be more accurate than at
higher speeds. A better find-path system would include a complete model of
the robot dynamics, control system and trajectory generation scheme. This
thesis does not address these issues.
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5.2" RoboÉ Símulation system

A robot simulation system (PPLAN) was developed in LISp [25] with an
LMI LAMBDA LISP Machine. While the cost of such a development sysrem is
high, this is offset by the increased productivity in terms of experimenting
with new ideas. This simulator was required to verify and demonstrate the
validity of the models and algorithms developed. One requirement of the
simulator was to be able to animate the collision free pdths of the two-
dimensional experiments. This animation was required for purposes of
verification of path safeness and demonstration purposes. This simulation
required geometric models for purposes of display and collision detection. For
some applications, the inverse kinematics must be defined for a robot and of
course these are robot specific. Also, an interface to a robot is required and a
serial communication interface to a PUMA 560 was developed for download-
ing collision free paths. Finally, an interface to the user was developed for
purPoses of rapid development, testing, and demonst¡ation of models and
algorithms' This interface included features such as: a graphic pointing dev-
ice, multiple window display, and t'wo-dimensional graphics for animation of
robot paths. The proposed object representation, the assocíated collision
detector, and its incorporation into the two find-path algorithms discussed
above were implemented with the robot simulator.

5.2.1, Robot Modeüing

Since a large class of robots can be represented with a tree structured
database (see Figure 55), PPLAN was developed with such a data structure.
A tree structured database consists of information nodes organized in tree
structure. Each node is used to store information about one robot link.
Presently, the information stored for each link includes: name of its support
link, coordinate frame transformation relative to its support, nâme of its sup-
ported link(s), type of degree of freedom and a range of values, a geometric
representation for collision detection, a geometric representation for display, a

list of obstacles, a discretization interval size, and the name of an object which
has a geometric representation of the volume swept out by all configurations
of supported links. Other information which could be stored for each link
might include; mass, moment of inertia, and other geometric representations.
This data structure can represent any robot which does not contain closed
mechanical loops. Included in this class of robots are serial link manipulators
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typical of many industrial robots. Such robots are usually further classified as

spherical, cylindrical or Cartesian robots, depending on whether link connec-
tions are rotational or translational.

9oo/t\ /t\ /l\ooo ooo ooo

Figure 55 A tree structured database for robot representation

5.2.2" Kinematics

In addition to the C-space robot description, robot configurations can be
described by the Cartesian location and orientation of a robot link, generally
its end effecter. The Cartesian location of a robot is usually the preferred
description as this is the world which we are most familiar with. Robot
kinematics generally refers to the relationship between C-space and the Carte-
sian space descriptions of robots. Forward kinematics refers to the catculation
of world coordinates of points on a robot from a set of joint values. Inverse
kinematics refers to determining the joint values that correspond to a Carte-
sian position and orientation of the robot end effecter. Forward kinematics is
an injective mapping and is simple to calculate. A good description for
methods of calculating the forward kinematics can be found in Paul [17]. Gen-
erally, Cartesian robot locations do not uniquely describe the robot's
configuration. In mathematical terminology the mapping from Cartesian space
to C-space is surjective. Hence inverse kinematics solutions are usually robot
specific and involve extra information or assumptions regarding the robot,s
configuration.

A bijective or one-to-one mapping for robot kinematics is often possible
if configuration subspace flags are included with the Cartesian location. For
example, consider a two-dimensional robot with two rotary joints shown in
Figure 5.6. For any point in this robot's workspace we can obtain the same
end effecter position with a right arm or left arm configuration. The right and
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Right and 1efË configuraËions
for an end effecter location
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left arm configuration subspaces have a bijective mapping to the Cartesian
description of the robot end effecter. For robots with six rotational joints such
as a PUMA robot, there are eight configuration subspaces which must be con-
sidered in the inverse kinematic solution.

Findíng the world coordinates of a point in an object's coordinate frame
is determined by successively transforming the point by the coordinate frame
transformations of all the supporting objects. Inverse kinematic solutions are
generally robot specific and would normally have to be developed for a
speciûc problem. For generate and test findpath experiments, the inverse
kinematic solution for a PUMA 560 robot was implemented. Originally, this
inverse kinematic solution was implemented in FORTRAN by J.Lauzon for
the NRC, but was translated into LISP and incorporated into the ppLAN
simulatcr by the author.

5.3. Experimenúal Results

After developing a suitable robot simulation environment, experiments
could be performed on the proposed geometric representation and collision
detector as well as its use within find-path algorithms. Experiments were per-
formed for three two-dimensional path planning examples, as well as for
three-dimensional examples with a PUMA 560 robot. Find-path experiments
with the PUM,A 560 were performed, both with a generate and test approach
and a F-space representation approach.

5.3.¡." Two-dimensional examples

Figure 5.7 shows three, two-dimensional examples and the paths that
lvere generated by using the representation of F-space which was in turn gen-
erated with the proposed object representation and associated interference
detector. The computation time for generation of the F-space representation
was on the order of one minute for all three examples. This compares very
favourably with times reported in [9,10] which are on the order of hours in
essentially similar examples. It should be emphasized that work reported in
[9,10] used facilities that are not optimized for LISP and this is probably
responsible, to a large extent, for the long computing times reported. As was
previously mentioned, it is possible to work with a description of mixed space
representation of C-space. Notice that the path in the third.example has a col-
lision which can be detected with the collision detector. After detecting a
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Pigure 5.7 Examples of robot paths
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collision it is possible to either modify the path or try to find a new path from
the F-space representation.

Experiments were performed where all minimum length F-space
sequences from a mixed C-space representation, in terms of number of F-
sPace regions, were considered" The path selected was the shortest safe robot
path of all the sequences. The final paths were safe but at the cost of approxi-
mately half a minute of processing time on the system. This processing time
would increase for more precise representations of F-space.

5.3"2" X{eurÍsÉic Fath Flanning

Experimental results for using the collision detector in a generate and
test find-path approach are shown in Figure 5.8, where a PUMA 560 robot is
executing a path that moves over a single obstacle with four joint-interpolated
motions. Again, paths t4¡ere checked with the proposed collision detector,
with the object and the links of a PUI{A 5ó0 robot represented with a hierar-
chy of spheres. The rule used in generating the path shown was to raise the
payload until it no longer interferes with the obstacle and attempt to move
directly to the destination with joint-interpolated motion until another colli-
sion is detected. With the system, paths in three-dimensional Cartesian space
require approximately one minute to generate.

5"3.3. F'ind-path from F -space representation

Results for generating and using an F-space description for three links of
a three-dimensional robot, specifically a PUMA 560 robot, were also obtained.
The added complexity of the third dimension is indicated by the much longer
computation time required for determining F-space. For the first three links of
a PUMA 560 robot with a single object in its environment, generation of the
F-space description required approximately 10 minutes. For the same problem
with four objects in the environment the computation time increased to
approximately one hour. This increase in computing time is partially attri-
buted to the fact that the "garbage collector" was necessary for the second
test. The "garbage collectoro is a LISP program which reclaims previously allo-
cated memory, and slows down program execution time considerably. Also, an
improvement may be possible if the four objects are grouped together and
rePresented by a single sphere. This should reduce computation time appreci-
ably because many of the checks will be made with only the single enclosing
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sphere rather than four. It should also be noted that the algorithms were not
coded optimally and computation time could be improved by improving the
software or translating the entire system into a language which is fast. Figure
5.9 shows photographs of a PUMA 560 robot executing a path generated by
searching F-space. The initial and ûnal configuration of the PUMA in Figures
5.8 and 5.9 were the same. In this example, it is worth noting that the path
generated from F-space is slightly more conservative than that produced by
the generate and test approach.

5"4" Extensions

In developing the robot simulation environment, ekperimenting with
object rePresentations for collision detection, and experimenting with find-
path algorithms, many potential areas for improvement were identified. The
following paragraphs idendfy some ideas and extensions which would possibly
improve the system.

It may be useful to store each collision free path as it is found. This
would result in a collection of safe robot configurations and safe paths
between them, in other words, a second simpler representation of F-space.
This partial representation of F-space could act as a "freeway network" upon
which future path planning would be based. If the environment changes, the
representation no longer guarantees safe paths and would have to be veriûed.
Such a capability could be described as "learning" because the system would
initially use a large amount of time to find collision free paths but would
eventually use much less time to find new paths. This feature could be added
to any type of find-path approach.

Methods of finding the sequence of F-space regions that contains an
"optimal" robot trajectory should be investigated. Optimal could include cri-
teria such as minimum time, minimum energy, maximum safety, and minimum
computation time.

To improve the trajectory collision detector, it should be possible to
dynamically determine different discretization intervals of optimal size for
each robot link, for any trajectory. This will eliminate a large number of
unnecessary collision checks. Also, it would be useful to include a trajectory
model of the particular robot because the actual motion of a robot and the
assumed path can be very different for some robot types.
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A disadvantage of an approach that uses free space representation is that
the representation is payload and world state dependent and that obtaining an

F-space representation is the major computational burden of the approach. If
the world state is static, then the approach is useful because the F-space

representation can be determined offline. A useful concept which requires
further investigation is an ability to dynamically vary the precision of a F-
space representation in small regions of interest. V/ith this type of approach
one could generate a conseryative F-space description using worst case models
of possible payloads and very simple representations of objects for non critical
regions of C-space. In critical regions of C-space, precise object representa-
fions could be utilized to generate a precise F-space representation. Thus, the
comput¡';ional burden of determining a F-space representation could be distri-
buted over time because the robot can further investigate its environment only
when necessary.

Finally, it would be advantageous to determine how to modify a F-space

rePresentation when small changes occur in the environment, such as adding
or removing'a single object from a robot workspace.
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CXãAPT'ER, 6
Salmneary and Conclusions

A flexible and general robot simulator was developed for purposes of
developing advanced offline programming tools such as collision detection and
automatic path planning. This simulation environment is oper to future
change and experimentation by being based on an data structure which can
model many types of robots.

An object geometric representation, with a hierarchy of spheres, was
proposed and implemented for purposes of efficient collision detection
between objects. The associated collision detector was found to have fwo use-
ful properties. Firstly, that computation time for collision detection between
two objects is dependent on the proximity of objects. Secondly, that the colli-
sion detector has the property of concentrating its object refinement to
regions of the object most likely to be in collision.

From experiments performed with three two-dimensional path planning
examples, and from experiments with a PUMA 560 robot, use of the proposed
collision detector in gross motion planning problems was found to be very
effective. This comparison is based on results presently being reported by
other researchers.
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^APPETqE}åX .&

0vervíew

This appendix provides an overview of the PPLAN softwa¡e written for
robot path planning and collision avoidance. The intent of this appendix is to
give the reader a basic understanding of each major part of ppLAN without a
lot of detail. For more information on any particular aspect of ppLAN, the
reader is directed to Appendix B the PPLAN manuat. This appendix is organ-
ized as follows- First a description of the world modelling method and utilities
is given. Second, a description of the interference detection capabilities is
presented. Next, the path planning algorithms are described and, finally, 

"description of the user interface is included. Before proceeding, a brief expla-
nation of why LISP was chosen as the development language is given.

.â.1. Why LISP ?

PPLAN iS Writtcn in ZetaLISP on an LMI LAMBDA LISP Machine.
LISP was chosen as the development language because of its powerful and
productive Programming environment and its flexibility in allowing program
changes. If increased execution speed becomes necessary to incorporate this
system in an application, then another language may be superior. The
emphasis of this work was to try new ideas quickly and test their feasibility,
and for this reason LISP is considered a superior language by many. The
remainder of this appendix contains a brief description of the details and
capabilities of PPLAN.
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,4.2 Modellimg

4"2"1" Ðefiming a Wor[d

This section describes how a particular robot and its environment can be
modelled with the PPLAN program package. A robot and objects in its
environment is modelled by a collection of objects or a list of objects called
"world". The elements of the list are objects used to represent the robot links,
swept volumes of robot links and obstacles in the robot's environment, for
example, the following.

world :) (base shoulder arm ... post table block ...)

&"2"2 Ðefining Objects

Each object has a data structure associated with it. The data structure is
imp'emented with property lists. A property list in LISP is a collection of key-
words and ttreir values. The properties of objects presently used in ppLAN are
as follows

Object's property list

I rep - A representation for purposes of graphic displays.

2 ioc - location transformation relative to coordinate frame of support-
ing object.

3 dof - type of degree of freedom and range

4 bsphere - hierarchical representation of object with bounding spheres
for interference detection between two objects.

5 fanour - list of all objects immediately supported by self.

6 checkl - list of all objects which should be checked for possible
geometric interference.

7 swept-obj - name of object which has a representation which bounds
the volume swept out by all supported objects.

8 sizef - scaler value giving rough indication of object size
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4.2"3 Gemera8isg geomeÉrÍc re¡lresenÉaÊiom

,{ function called find-bsphere is used to generate a hierarchy of bound-
ing spheres for an object's geometric representation. This function returns a
hierarchy of spheres representation for a box with a trapezoidal cross-section.
A versicn of this function exists for both two and three dimensional objects.
For purposes of explanation, consider a simple rectangle (Figure 4.1) which
we will cail toy box. We describe a rectangle by its length, width and coordi-
nates of its center. For the rectangle illustrated we would call the function as

indi.cated and assign the returned value to the property bsphere of the name
of the box.

(setq xc 4.0)

{retq yc 05)
(setq dx 8.0)

(setq dy 1.0)

(putprop 'toy-box (find-bsphere '(xc yc dx dy)) 'bsphere)

Frgure 4.1 generating bsphere representations

This function is also provided for generating bsphere representations for
three dimensional objects. In addition it is possible to specify shrinking or
enlarging factors which allow the algorithm to generate bsphere representa-
tions for three dimensional boxes with trapezoidal cross sections.

A"2.4 Ðefining Roboûs

The object data structure described above can be used to model any tree
structured, two or three dimensional robot whose degrees of freedom can be
rotational or translational. Hence robots can be mobile, fixed or have multiple
arms. Open linked robots are modelled with objects by using the support and

y^
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fanout properties" F'or example a simple two dimensional robot with a base
and two rotary joints is represented as follows. The support of the base is w
which is the symbol indicating that an object is directly supported by the
worid. The value of support for linkl is base and the value of fanout for linkl
is (Iink2). The value of support for link2 is linkl and the value of fanout for
link2 is nil. The form for the fanout property is a list. This allows for the pos-
sibiiity of multiple arm robots. As an example consider the robot illustrated in
Figure 4.2 and the associated data structures.
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v¡orld - (base link1 LLnk2 loacl a b)

Fígure A'.2 A robot and íts data structure
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RoboÉ link and obsÉacle pnopertües

A
(BSPHERE (((2.0 4.0) 4.47213seÐ (((2"0 ó.0) 2828427127))

((2.0 2.0) 28?ßa7u7)))
SUPPORT W
LOC (0.0 16.0 0.0)
REP (0.0 0.0) (4.0 0.0) (4.0 8.0) (0.0 8.0) (0.0 0.0))
CHECKL NrL)

B
(BSPHERE (((3.0 3Ð 4.60e772228))
SUPPORT W
LOC (-12.0 6.0 0.0)
REP (0.0 0.0) (6.0 0.0) (6.0 7.0) (0.0 7.0) (0.0 0.0))
CHECKL NrL)

BASE
(BSPHERE (((2.0 0.66666óós) 2.10818s10s))
FANOUT (LrNK1)
SUPPORT W
LOC (0.t,0.0 0.0)
REP (0.0 0.0) (4.0 0.0) (2.0 2.0) (0.0 0.0))
CHECKL NrL)

LINK1
(BSPHERE
(((0.0 45) s.u24e378r)
(((0.0 7.0) z-yefle754)
(((0.0 82Ð ts¿ó2e1201) (((0.0 8s7Ð 0s003eos2e4))

((0 0 s 7Ð 1 i462e;[.|ji¿3i¿3flf;i'å?'?l)'-))
(((0.0 s.12s) 0.8oo3eos2e4))))

(((0.0 2.0) z-y¡eneTsÉ.)
(((0.0 32Ð t3462et2ot) (((0.0 3s7s) 0sm3e052e4))

(((0.0 2.62s) 08003e0s2e4)))
((0.0 0.7Ð 7s¿á2e1201) ((0.0 137s) 0s003e0s2e4))

(((0.0 0.12s) 0.8003e0s2e4)))))
SWEPT.OBJ LINKI.SWEPT
FANOUT (Lb¡K2)
SUPPORT BASE
LOC (2.0 75 57.74285707)
DoF (TH (-60.0 ó0.0))
sizef 10.0
REp ((-05 -0.Ð (05 -0.Ð (05 e5) (-05 e5) (-0.s -05)
CHECKL (A B))

LINKl-SWEPT
(BSPHERE (((0.0 e.0) 10.0))
SUPPORT LINK1
LOC (0.0 0.0 0.0)
REP 0
CHECKL (A B))
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LINK2
(BSPHERE
(((0.0 3.0) 3.s3ss33mÐ
(((0.0 4.7Ð 182002747?) (((0.0 s.62Ð 7.0077s2278))

(((0.0 3 t87s) 1.@77 82218)))
(((0.0 12Ð 1..8200?7472) (((0.0 2.L2Ð L.oo77s227S))

(((0.0 0375) r.w77 g?2ßD))
SWEPT- OBJ L INK2.S\ry EPT
FANOUT (LOAD)
SUPPORT LINK1
Loc (0.0 e.0 76.0)
DoF (rH (-80.0 80.0))
sizef 7.0
REp ((-05 -0.Ð (05 -0.Ð (05 65) (-05 65) (-0.s -05))
CHECKL (A B))

LINKz.SWEPT
(BSPHERE (((0.0 6.0) 3.0))
FANOUT 0
SUPPOFT LINKz
LOC (O.ri ).0 0.0)
REP 0
CHECKL (A B))

LOAD
(BSPI{ERE

(((05 05) 1.474?73s63))
SWEFTT.REP NIL
SUPPORT LINK2
LOC (0.0 6.0 7L0.76923M6)
DOF (TH (-720.0120.0))
sizef 3.0
REp (-05 -0.Ð (15 -05) (15 15) (-0.s 1Ð (-0_5 -0Ð)
cHECKi. (^A, B BASE))

NIL

.4'"2.4.¡. Kinemaúics

Forward kinematics for a robot is handled naturally by the method of
representing each link. To obtain the world coordinates of a point on the end
effecter of a robot chain, we simply find the coordinates of the point relative
to each supporting link of the robot until the world coordinates are found.
Normally each robot link has a single degree of freedom associated with it. If
a single object requires more than one degree of freedom then virtual links,
each with one degree of freedom, can be defined. For purposes of kinematic
computation speed, it may be of interest to incorporate a specific transforma-
tion function for the forward kinematics of a robot, rather than working
through a chain of links each time the world coordinates of an object on the
end effecter of the robot is required. A forward kinematic solution for the
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PUMA 560 robot which generates the position and orientation of the end
effecter relative to the robot coordinate frame is implemented into the
PPTAN environment.

For specific applications it may be important to incorpårate the inverse
kinematic solution for a robot" For applications with a PUMA-560 robot, its
inverse kinematic solution was implemented in LISP and included into the
PPLAN programming environment. It shouid be noted that the solutions for
the forward and inverse kinematic solutions for the PUMA 560 were gen-
erated by J. Lauzon for the National Research Council. The kinematic solu-
tions were originally written in Fortran. Translation of the kinematic solution
into LISP was done by the author"

.{.3 Geometnia [nterference deteetion

Functions are available which perform interference detection between
any two objects with a bsphere representation. PPLAN has a number of
higher level geometric interference detection routines which use the object to
object collision detector. An interference detector for an object and a list of
objects, and an interference detector for a robot and objects in checkl proper-
ties of robot links, are some of the high level interference detection routines
available.

Trajectories of a robot are checked by a series of static interference
checks along :; trajector!" Two types of robot trajectories can be checked.
Joint-interpolafe'd trajectories are approximated by straight lines in the joint
sPace. Trajectcries with straight line motion of a robot end effecter can also
be checked for collisions, but an inverse kinematic solution, which are robot
specific, is required.

.4,.4 Fath ¡llanning

A.4.L Generating a description of'free space

Free space is described by the set of all robot configurations which are
not colliding with other objects. A representation of F-space for any robot
described by PPLAN can be generated. A F-space representation is a collec-
tion of free space regions defined by ranges of the robot's degrees of freedom.
These regions ate represented by atoms which are automatically generated as

the free sPace regions are found. Each F-space region has three properties. A
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property iist for a free space region is as follows.

L def - list of joint value ranges which describe a hyperparallelpiped in
the configuration space of the robot" def =) ( U n¡n j mor) (jz^,n
j z,rr"r) ,.. U n^io j "rrr) )

2 neighbor - list of F-space regions adjacent to self neighbor (,f y f ss

f ge ..f zß)

3 visitp - boolean value used for find path algorithms

The cells are stored in a tree structure whose name is "fspaceo. To gen-
erate a description of free space the user must evaluate the function fspace-
decomp and assign the returned value to the variable "fspaceo.

(setq fpsace (fspace-decomp root-link-of-robot))

4"4"2 GeneraÉing robot trqjectories from free space

Often path planning is based on heuristics. Hence to build a path planner
for a specific robot one must determine the heuristics or algorithms applicable
and build the path planner using the programs given here as a. basic frame-
work"

,A'nother method of path planning is to find a representation of the
robot's free space. This representation should be built so that a path can be
found if it exists and report that a path does not exist if one is not found.

.4,.5 Mathenatical Library

A library of useful mathematical functions such as transforming three
dimensional points, converting degrees to radians, distances between n dimen-
sional points, and other common procedures was developed.

.{.6 {Jser [nterface

.e"6.1 load/store/creaûe worlds

A world can be created interactively or through any text editor. Nor-
mally, a skeleton data structure for a robot and its environment is created as a
data file with a text editor. This skeleton robot environmerit is then loaded
into the PPLAN environment and the geometric properties are defined using
some of the tools mentioned in the modelling section. Finally, the robot and
its environment is saved on a new data file. Much more complete and power-
ful modelling tools are conceivable but this begins to move into the a¡ea of
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CAD which is rapidly becoming a well established technology. Rather than
developing such capabilities into the PPLAhI system it may be simpler to
establish links to an appropriate CAD environment.

e.6.2 Window [nÉerf,ace

After all PPLAN files are loaded into the PPLAN environment of the
LISP machine, the user is immediately placed in a window interface to the
PPLAN system. From this window all functions of the PPLAN system are
available. In addition, communication and interaction with a PUMA-560 robot
is available for PUlvlA 560 applications.

The PPLAN window interface is divided into four panes labelled com-
mand Pffi€, status Pane, graphics pane and interaction pane. The command

Pane contains a list of actions which the user can choose with a graphic input
device, i"e. a "mouse". The status pane is unused at this time, but it is available
to display status information about the robot and the program. The graphics
pane is to display animation of two dimensional path planning examples. The
interaction pane is used to display messages and query the user for informa-
tion when necessary. An example of a typical PPLAN window is shown in Fig-
ure 8.1. A brief summary of mouse selectable commands in the PPLAN sys-

tem is described in the PPLAN Manual in Appendix B.
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^&PPENÐäK &

PPT,AN MANT.]A[,

Thi.s manual includes a brief description of all major functions of the
PPL,AN robot path planning software, and is organized as follows. The first
secticn explains functions used for modelling objects, robots and robot
motion. The second section relates to functions used for collision avoidance.
The third section deals with functions for path planning. The fourth section
describes functions used to interface PPLAN to the user and PPLAN to a

PUIvIA 560 robot. Finally mathematical functions developed for PPLAN are
described.

B.¡. MOÐELLTNG

The source code for these functions is contained in

SYS$USERI :[SAWATZKY.LMI PPUMA]MODEL.L ;1

LAMA:SAWATZKY.PPUMA ;MODEL I ;1

(input-obj) : Interactively build a world description with user. Presenrly,
the following object properties are the only ones used by ppLAN

ObJect's properúy list

rep - For two dimensional objects this is used to represent the ver-
tices of a polygon which describes the object for purposes of graphic
displays. unused for three dimensional objects, however, it is avail-
able for a representation suitable for three dimensional graphics.

rep :) ( (xl yl) (xZ yZ).... (xn yn) ) for rwo dimensional
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objects

2 loc - list position of an object relative to its support's coordinate
frame.

(dx dy th) for two dimensional objects
(dx dy dz ax ay M) for three dimensional objects

3 dof - degree of freedom indicated by
(type (min max))

where type is one of {dx dy dz ax ay az th}
and min and max are real numbers.

4 bsphere - hierarchical representation of object with bounding spheres
(bs sl s2)

bs is a bounding sphere defined by ((x y z) r), where x,y and z
are real numbers which define the center of a sphere and r is a
real number which defines the sphere radius.
sl and s2 are the same form as bsphere and represent two sub-
objects whose union represent the original object.

5 fanout - list of all objects immediately supported by self.

6 checkl - list of all objects which should be checked for possible
geometric interf erence.

7 swePt-obj - name of object which has a representation which bounds
the volume swept out by all supported objects.

B sizef - real number giving a rough indication of object size

(obj-fanout ol) : Determines all objects supported by each object in the
object list ol. The fanout list are assigned to the fanout property. This func-
tion requires that only object supports are defined. Alternatively the fanout
properties may be manually defined.

(find-bsphere x) : Returns a binary tree representation of the rectangular
solid defined by x. x is a list that contains information regarding position and
size of the object.

x => (xc yc zc Ix ly Iz)
xc, yc' and zc are real numbers defining the center of a box relative to its
origin.
lx, ly, and lz are real numbers defining the lengths of the box in the x, y,
and z dimensions.
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It is also possible to define shrinking factors for any box dimension. These

are global variables called *lxy, *lyz, *lxz, *lyx, ulzy, and *lzx" They define the
rate of shrinking for an object dimension in a particular direction" By default
they are all equal to 1.0, i.e. no shrinking. This allows boxes with trapezoidal
cross sections us to be represented.

world : A global variable which is a list of all objects in the PPLAN
environment, including the manipulator and obstacles.

B.X."l RoboÉ motion functíons

The following functions are used to move a robot model and to determine
where a robot model is. The source for these functions is contained in

LAMA:SAWATZKY ;PPUMA ;MOTION.LISP
SYS$USERI :[SAWATZKY.LMI.PPUMA]MOTION.L

odoftype : A global variable which is an ordered list of the types of
degrees of freedom allowed for objects. The order is the same as for location
lists for objects.

dl : A global variable which is a list of objects in the world which have

degrees of freedom" The list alternates between objects and their type of
degree of freedom.

locations : A global variable which is a list of robot location names
sr : A global variable which is a list of link size factors used to give a

rough indication of the relative size of an object.

(doflist ol) : Returns a list of all objects from ol that have a degree of
freedom associated with them and the type of degree of freedom.

ol :) (o1 o2 o3 ... on) ;a list of objects

returned value => (oi type oi type ..)
where type is x, y, z, ax ,ay or az

(drive-nth-joint dl n pos) : Set the nth degree of freedom in dl to pos,

where dl is a list of degrees of freedom, n is an integer, and pos is real value.
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(drive-joint obj pos) : Set the degree of freedom of an object to a value,
where obj is the object and pos is the desired value.

(joint-limitp x range) : Returns t if x is not in range. x is a number and
range is a list of two numbers (min riax).

(move x) : Sets the location of joints or degrees of freedom of the robot
to the transformation defined by x.

(here x ) : Defines x as the present location of the robot.

(where) : Returns a list of all joint values of the robot and the real world
coordinates of the last joint.

(where-joint dl) : Returns a list of all joint values defined by the degree
of freedom list dl.

This file contains functions that determine real world coordinates of
poínts on objects.The following functions can be found in.

L AMA :SAW ATZKY.PPU MA ; KINEM.LI SP

SYS$USER 1 :[SAV/ATZKY.LMI fPUMA]KINEM.L

(find-world-coor-pt x obj) : Returns the world coordinates of a point x
which. is defined relative to object obj.

x=> (xy)or(xyz)
obj =;' object name

(find-world-coor x rep) : Returns the world coordinates of a representa-
tion of x, where x is an object name and rep is the representation to be
transformed.

x => object name

r€p =;' ( (x y z) ...)

(transform-pt x transf) : Returns point x t¡ansformed by transf
x => (x y) or (xy z)

transf :> (dx dy th) or (dx dy dz ax ay az)

(transform rep loc) : Returns the list of vectors transformed by loc. Rep
is a list of points and loc is a three dimensional transformation.

r€p :; ( (x y z) ...)
loc :> (dx dy dz ax ay az)
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This collecti<ln of functions perform the forward kinematie solution for a

PUMA 560 robot" These programs are a translation of programs written by J.

Lauzon a former employee of the National Research Council of Canada. The
translation into LISP was done by G. Sawatzky. The following functions are

found in.

LAMA:SAWATZKY.PPUMA ;dirk.LISP
SYS$USER 1 :[SAw AT ZKY .LadI.PPUMA]d irk.L ; 1

(dirk-6r j) : Returns the xyzoat representation of the joint space vector j. j
is a list of joint values from a 6-r robot (il j?j3 j4 j5 j6) given in degrees.

âal ta? ua3 ta4 oa5 *a6

odl 'd2 *d3 nd4 *d5 âd6

are global variables which define PUMA 560 link parameters

(t6-to-xyzoat t6) : Return location in xyzoat format. t6 is a location t6

matrix and is expected to be in a list of list of columns.

This collection of functions perform the inverse kinematic solution for a

PUMA 560 robot. These programs are a translation of programs written by J.

Lauzon for the National Research Council of Canada. The translation into
LISP was done by G"Sawatzky. The following functions are found in the fol-
lowing files.

LAMA :SAV/ATZKY PPUMA ;INVK.LISP
SYS$USERI :[SAWATZKY.LMI.PPUMA]INVK.L ;1

(invk-6r x ci) : Returns the joint angles of a three dimensional 6r (6

rotations,open link) robot. x is a list that contains the position and orientation
of the end effecter (x y z o a t). ci is a list that contains the configuration indi-
cators of the robot (arm elbow wrist). Link parameters for the robot are

stored in the following global variables.
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*a1, "a2 ^a3 
*a4 ua5 *a6

"dl "d2 sd3 sd4 *d5'd6

(compute-t6 x) : Returns the t6 location transformation of the robot
flange. x is the list of three dimensional location and orientation (x y z o a t)
obtained from the PUMA 560. t6 is a 4 by 4 matrix and it is returned as a list
of columns ( (c1) (c2) (c3) (c4) ).

(find-config j) : Returns a list of configuration flags that iorrespond to the
PUIvfA 560. j is a list of the joint values in degrees (jl jz i3 j4 j5 j6).
configuration flags are returned as (arm elbow wrist).

8.3 lnÉerference Detection functions

This file contains all of the geometric interference functions used in the
PPLAN package

LA}vfA :SAWATZKY.PPUMA ;INTERF.LISP
SYS$USERI :[SAW ATZ}(Y .LÅdI PPUMAUNTERF.L ; 1

(interferep ol) : Checks each object in the object list ol, against each
other object foi interference.

(interferep-aux x ol) : Checks object x against all objects in the object list
ol for interference. Returns a list of all pairs of objects which interfere
geometrically. Otherurise, nil is returned.

(interferep-auxl x ol) : Checks object x against all objects in rhe object
list ol for interference. Returns a list of the first pairs of objects which inter-
fere geometrically. Otherwise, nil is returned.

(interferep-obi x y) : Checks object x against object y for interference.

(interferep-bsphere x y xrep yrep) : Return t if the bounding spheres of x
and y do not intersect.

(interferep-sphere cl r1 c2 12) : Returns t if spheres detned by centers
c1.,c2 and radii rl ¡2 intersect.

(interferep-robot link) : Returns a list of all pairs of objects which inter-
fere geometrically. Objects checked are all the objects in the checkl property
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of links supported by link"

(interferep-robotl. link) : Returns a list of the first pair of objects which
interfere geometrically. Objects checked are all the objects in the checkl pro-
perty of links supported by link.

(safep-move x) : Returns t if robot's trajectory from its present
configuration to its goal location is collision free. Otherwise, the last safe
robcrt location is returned. x is the goal location. Trajectory is assumed to be a

straight-line in joint space. For most instances this should be a suitable
approximation to joint-interpolated motion.

(safep-moves x) : Returns t if robot's trajectory from its present
configuration to its goal location is collision free. Otherwise, the last safe 

:

robot location is returned. x is the goal location in the xyzoat form. Trajectory : . .

is assumed to be a straightline in cartesian space.

(safep-path p) : Returns t if the path p is safe. Otherwise, the joint vector
at which the first collision is detected is returned.

p => path to be executed in the form of a list of move commands.

(interferep-line-polygon v1 v2 yrep): Returns t if a line segment intersects
with a two dimensional polygon (unused in PPLAN).

(interferep-line-line vt v2 v3 v4) : Return t if two line segments defined
by endpoints vl,v2 and v3 ,v4 intersect (unused in PPLAN).

(intersectp-line-pt xl x2 x3) : Returns t if a point intersects a line segment
where xl and x2 are the endpoints of the line segment (unused in ppLAN).

8.3 P.ATTT PLA,NNING

This section relates to functions used for path planning. The first part
deal with building and using a description of Free Space of a robot and its
environment and can be found in the following file. : ::

LAMA :SAV/ATZKY.PPUMA ;FDE C OMP.LISP;1
SYS$USERI :[SAWATZKY.LMI.PPUMA]FDECOMp.L ;1

fspace : A global variable used for the tree of the free space cells for a

robot
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(fspace-decomp x) : Returns a tree-structured list which represents the
free space of an open link robot whose root link is x.

(find-dsteps x) : Determines the discretization interval for each degree of
freedom of a robot that has body x as its root.

(gen-cell cell y) : Creates cell and defines its size property. 
:

(find-adj x) : For each cell in x its adjacent cells are found. x is a rree
structurecJ representation of a space. If a cell 91 is adjacent to gi then gi is
added to gl's neighbor list and g1 is added to gi's neighbor list.

(seg-test x1 x2 yt yZ) : Returns a code indicating the relative position of
two line segments defined by xl x2 and yl y2.

(add-neighbor x y) : Add x to y and y to x neighbor lists. :::

This file contains some path finding functions which are based on a

representation of Fspace stored in fspaee" These functions can be found in the
following ûles.

LAMA :SAWATZKY.PPUMA ;FINDP,LISP
SYS$USERI :[SAW ATZ}KY .LMI.PPUMA]FINDp.L ;1

(find-path x) : Returns a path from the present robot configuration to the
robot configuration defined by x, where x is a joint vector. The path returned
is in the form of a list of move commands

returned path =) (move jl move j2 ... move jn) or nil if none exists

(breadth start f) : Returns a path of Fspace regions from start to f using a

breath-first search.

start

configuration

f =) name of a Fspace region containing the final robot configuration

(cell-init x) : Initializes visitp properties of all Fspace regions in x to nil
x => tree representation of Fspace.

(path-translate js jf p) : Returns a series of joint interpolated moves which
would move the robot through p, a path of Fspace regions.

js :) initial robot configuration
jf => final robot configuration
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(find-cell j x) : Returns the Fspace region which contains the robot
configuration defined by j.

j => vector of joint values for a robot configuration
x => tree representation of Fspace

This file contains some path finding functions which are based on a

representation of mixed Cspace called fspace

sYS$:iffi;ìü#iff:HffiiT''#;üi",,

(find-path x) : Returns a path from the present robot configuration to the
robot configuration defined by x, where x is a joint vector. The path returned
is in the form of a list of move commands. This version of find-path selects the
shortest collision free path from all paths of minimum path length in terms of
number of Fspace regions.

returned path =) (move jl move j2 ... move jn) or nil if none exists

(path-length s p) : Finds the Euclidian distance of a series of joint-
interpolated motions expressed as a path.

s => initial robot configuration expressed as a list of joint values
p -> path to be executed in the form of a list of move commands.

(breadth start f) : Returns a list of paths of Fspace regions from start to f
using a breath-first search.

start =) name of the Fspace region containing the initial robot
configuration

f =) name of a Fspace region containing the final robot configuration
returned value =) list of lists of paths expressed as a list of Fspace
regions.

This file contains path finding functions which are based on simple hueris-
tics derived from knowledge of the world It also contains functions relating to
finding paths from a Fspace representation and can be found in the following.

LAMA :SAWATZKY.PPUMA ;FINDPh.LISP
SYS $USERI :[SAWATZKY.LMI-PPUMA]FINDPh.L ;1
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(findrath x) : Returns a safe path for the robot that moves the robot to
the configuration defined by x.x is the initial robot configuration defined as a
list of joint values. nil is returned if a path does not exist or could not be

found.

(change-z x dz) : Return a legal robot configuration whieh has a higher z
coordinate for the load position. Load orientation remains the same. x is a

robot configuration in joint vector form and dz is a z offset.

(change-r x fr) : Return a legal robot configuration which has a load posi-
tion which is closer or farther f¡om the base. Load orientation remains the
same. x is a robot configuration in joint vector form and fr is a radius scale

f actos'.

8"4 EIser and FUMA interface f,unctions

The following functions are used for loading and saving world informa-
tion. This file contains functions which carry out basic input output functions
for PPLAN such as reading in a world or robot locations The functions are
contained in.

LAMA :SAWATZKY.PPUMA ;IO.LISP
SYS$USER.I :[SAWATZKY.LMI PPUMA]IO.L ;1

(read-world filen) : Reads objects and their property lists from an input
file filen.

(readlocations filen) : Reads robot locations from an input file ûlen.

(print-locations filen) : Prints robot locations to a file called filen.

(print-plist ol filen) : Prints the objects and their property lists to the file
filen. ol is a list of objects.

(print-path (x) : Print the number of intermediate points and the joint
values of the points to a file called filen.

(print-cells x) : For each cell in x a cell is generated using gensym. x is a
tree structured representation of a space.

(read-cells) : Reads the free space decomposition tree and the cells into
the lisp environment.

The following functions are found in the following.
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LAMA :SAWATZKY.PPUMA ;PPLAN.LISP
SYS $USER 1 :[SAW AT zKY .LMI.PPUMA]PFLAN.L ;1

(load-pplan) : Loads files which contain pplan functions.

This file contains user interface functions, most of which are not used

very often. The following functions are found in the following"

LAMA :SAV/ATZKY fPUMA ;USERINT IISP
S Y S $ U S E R I : I S A W AT Zt<Y LMI .PPU MA] U S E RIN T .L ; 1

{lrelp) : Prints information on some commands available to the user.

The the toplevel user interface for the PPLAN system is defined by the
functicqs found in the following files"

LAMA :SAWATZKY "PPUMA ;wINDOw.LISP
SYS$USERI :[SAWATZKY.LMI.PPUMA]WINDOW .L ;1

Functions to control serial communication with the PUMA 560 robot are
found in the fcilowing files.

LAMA :SAWATZKY.PPUMA ;PUMA-C OM.LISP
SYS$US ERI :[S AWATZKY IMI.PPU¡vÍA]PUMAC OM.L ;1

(puma-init) : Initialize serial port and assign to puma-stream

(puma-exit) : Close serial port and assign nil to puma-stream

(to-puma) : A virtual terminal emulation program for the puma 560. To
exit program enter < quit> .

(puma-com command) : Sends command to puma-streâm and returns the
immediate resPonse of the puma 560 in a character string. Command is given
as a character string. Caution there may be future responses f¡om the PUMA.

(where-puma) : Returns the xyzoat and joint angles as a list from the
puma 560 An attempt is made to check for a transmission error and the user is
notified.

(puma-point x name) : Defines the configuration defined by x to name in
the puma.
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(here-puma name) : Name is a location to be defined in the PUMA
memory. After appending the string nâme to "here " the function returns
either the xyzoat or joint angles as a list.

(puma-move name) : Name is a'string of a location name already defined
in the FUlvfA memory. name is appended to the end of a "do moveo command
which is rhen sent to the puma. This function returns t if the attempted move
is received by the PUMA, otherwise, returns nil and prints a message to termi-
nal display.

(punna-u:oves nâme) : Name is a string of a locatiog name already defined
the Pt.llvLA. memory. name is appended to the end of a "do m'oves" command
wh[ch is then sent to the puma. This functioh returns t if the attempted move
is receivecl by the PUMA, otherwise, returns nil and prints a message to termi-
nal display"

(puma-ex name) : Name is a string of a progrâm name already defined in
the PUM"L memory. name is appended to the end of a "ex " command which is
then sent to the puma. This function returns t if the attempted program is
received ariçi executed by the PUMA, otherwise, returns nil and prints a mes-

sage to termi¡ral display.

8.5 Mathematica[ F"unctions

The following functions are used wherever needed and are found in the
following files"

LAMA :SAWATZKY.PPUMA ;MATH.LISP
SYS$USERI :[SAWATZKY.LMI.PPUMA]MATH.L ;1

(threed-trans p transf) : Returns p transformed by transf.
p => three dimensional point (x y z)

transf =) trânsformation (dx dy dz ax ay az).

(twod-trans x transf): Returns the x transformed by transf.
x -> 2-dimensional point (xl x2)

transf =) two-d transformation (dxl dx2 dth).

(rotate xl x2 th): Returns xl and x2 rotated by th where x is a 2-

dimensional point (xl x2) and th is an angle in radians.

(deg-t-rad x) : Returns x in radians, where x in degrees.
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(rad-t-deg x) : Returns x in degrees, where x is radians.

(sign x) : Returns the sign function of x.

(mean vl) : Returns the geometric mean of vl where vl is a list of n
dimensional points ( (xl x2 ...xn) ...).

(sum x) : Returns the sum of x where x is a list of n dimensional vectors (
(xi 12 ...xn) ."").

(add-vectors x y) : Returns the sum of x and y where x and y are two n-
dimensioyral vectors. (xl x2... xn) (yl y2... yn).

(dift-vectors x y) : Returns the difference of x and y where x and y are
two rudirnensional vectors. (xl x2 .." xn) (Vl V2... yn).

'¡i:¡:malize x n) : Returns the normalized version of x where x is an n-
dimensronal vector and n is a scaler. (xlln xLln ... xn/n).

(mult-vector x c) : Iteturns the product of a vector and a scaler where x is
an n-dimensional vector and c is a scaler. (xI*c x?*c... xnnc).

(dot-product x y) : Returns the dot product of x an y. x and y aÍe two n-
dimensional vectors.

(dot-product-aux x y) : Returns the vector which is a term by term pro-
duct of x and y. x and y are two n-dimensional vectors.

(maxdist-pt-ptset x xl) : Returns the maximum distance between x and xl
where x is an n-dimensional point (xl x2 ...xn) and xl is a list of n dimensional
points ( (xl x2 ...xn) ...)"

(twod-det xl1 x12 x21 x22) : Returns the determinant of a 2x2 matrix.

(find-twod-line pl p2) : Returns the coefficients of a twod line (a b c)
which passes through pl and p2, where pl and p2 are two twod points. p1. (xl
yl), p2 (x2 y2),line ax * by = ç.

(solve 11 12) : Returns the solution to the set of equations defined by 11

and 12.

(equal-pt x y) : Returns t if x and y are equal, where x and y are two n-
dimensional points. (x7 x2... xn) (yL2y ... yn)

(midpoint x y) : Returns the midpoint of x and y, where x and y are two
n-dimensional points. (xl x2 .." xn) (yl y2 ...yn)

(dist x y) : Returns the euclidian distance between x and y, where x y are
two n-dimensional points. (xl x2 ... xn) (yl y2... yn)
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(max-ceiling x) : Returns the maximum value of a vector" maximum value
is defined as the term with the largest ceiling function value.

(inches-mm x) : Returns a list of numbers converted from inches to mil-
limeters

(asin1 x)

(acosl x)

(asin2 x)

(acos2 x)

ts.6 User [uterface

8.6.f load/store/create worlds

.+ 'world can be created interactively or through any text editor. Normally
a' skr:: - .l:t data structure for a robot and its environment is öreated as a data
file with a text editor. This skeleton robot environment is then loaded into the
PPLAN envíronment and the geometric properties are defined using some of
the tools mentioned in the modelling section. Finally the robot and its
environment is saved to a new data file. Much more complete and powerful
modelling tools are conceivable but this begins to move into the area of CAD
which is rapidly becoming a well established technology. Rather than develop-
ing such capabilities into the PPLAN system it may be simpler to establish
links to an appropriate CAD environment.

8.6.2 Running progrsm

The following procedure will load the PPLAN software into a LMI
LAMBDA LISP Machine. After logging onto rhe LAMBDA, enter the
PPLAN environment by typing

(pkg-goto 'pplan)
If the PPLAN package is undefined enter

(make-package 'pplan)
(pkg-goto 'pplan)

Load the system by entering
(load ogord.ppuma;pplan")

(load-pplan)

Returns arcsin of x, where x is radians"

Returns arccos of x, where x is radians.

Returns arcsin of x, where x is radians"

Returns arccos of x, where x is radians"
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After all files are loaded into the LISF environment of the package

PPLAN, the user is in a window interface to the PPLAN system. From this
window all functions of the PPLAN system are available" In addition, com-

munication and interaction with a PUMA-560 robot is available for PUMA 560

applications.

The PPLAN window interface is divided into four panes labelled com-
mand püÐ, status pane, graphics pane and interaction pane. The command
pane is a list of actions which the user can choose with the mouse. The status
pane is unused at this time, but is available to display status information about
the robcr and the program. The graphics pane is used to display animation of
two ,iinicnsional path planning examples. The interaction pane is used to
display messages and query the user for information when necessary. An
example of a typical PPLAN window is shown in Figure 8.1.

A brief summary of mouse selectable c-ommands in the PPLAN system is

as follows.
oPlot-world" oPlot world on graphics pane."

"Plot-robot" "Plot robot bsphere representation on graphics pane."

"Plot-obj" "Plot object bsphere representation on graphics pane."

"move-objecto oMove an object to a new location."
This allows the user to specify a new location for any object in the

graphics display. Location syntax is indicated on the interaction pane.

After the object is moved the user is asked if free space is to be

recalculated. If free space is not recalculated then the find path com-
mand will yield incorrect results. The collision detectors will always

yield correct results.

"get obj loc" "assign object location to present robot world location""
This queries the user for an object name. Then user is queried

whether he wants to change the location of the object location
transformation directly to the x y z of the present location of the
robot end effecter. If the user replies yes then he is allowed to supply
an offset for the z-direction, after which the program assigns the
object location property to x y * z offset 0 0 0. Otherwise, the user

is allowed to input any location transformation for the object.
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FÍgure B.1 Window interface for PPLAN system
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"Vy'here" "Returns joint angles of robot model."
oMoveo "Erase robot, move robot model to new configuration and
redraw."

"Plot-moveo "display an animation of a robot trajectory.,,
This function displays an animation of straighrline joint motion for

a two dimensional robot. The goal destination can be entered as a list
of joint values or a robot location name.

"Here" 'Add current robot model configuration to location list.,'
This queries the user for a location name which is then assigned the

value which is a list of the present joint vectors of the robot. Finaily
the location name is added to the tist of locations.

"find patho "find a path to destination and animate the motion."
This function attempts to find a path to a robot destination using a

rÐpresentation of robot free space. If the present or goal destination
is not included in free space then the user is notified. If no path in
t'*i.e free space representation exists then the user is also notified.

"puma find path" "Find a path to new location via free space rep if
one exists.
opuma find path2" "Find a path to new location by heuristics.',

"Is robot safe ?' "report on the state of the robot's geometric interfer-
ence."

This returns a yes or no response indicating whether or not the
robot is geometrically interfering with any objects in the world. This
is based on the geometric and kinematic models of the robot and its
environment.

"safe move ?" "Checks if a move is safe."

Determine if a straight-line joint motion to a destination is collision
free. If the path is found to be clear of collisions then the robot is

redrawn at the destination. Otherwise, the robot is redrawn at the
first point of collision.

"sync modelo "Move robot model to current robot configuration."
oralk to PUMA" "virtual terminal communication to the puMA 560

Allows the user to communicate directly to the puMA robot with a

terminal emulation program. Please see vAL user's guide for
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description of VAL the operating system of the PUMA robor.
oWhere puma" "Returns joint angles of robot."

"Move puma'"Move robot to new configuration""
Query the user for a robot location and move robot to location by

defining the location in vAL, using a variable name of. #temp, after
which the puma is commanded to move in joint-interpolated motion
to that location.

''List locations" "List robot locations in the interaction pane,,

This returns the list of presently defined robot configurations. The
user is queried whether they would like to see all locations. If the
'nser replies yes, then all known robot joint vectors are listed. Other-
vrise, the user is asked to supply a specific location name and it is

¡eturned"

" t"Í ace"'Plot-overlappin g gr aphics.,,

À switch which controls whether the graphics writes over itself or
:not"

'ndraw spheres" "Plot spheres used in interference detection',
A switch which decides whether spheres used for interference detec-

tion are sent to the graphics display.

"Restart Program" "Abandon everything and start ppLAN from
sc¡'atch"

Ensures that the selected package is pplan, clears all windows and
redraws the robot.

"Refresh Windows" "Refresh all the windows in this display.'
clears all windows and redraws the robot in the graphics pane.

"Review Paranleterso "Review parameters, and maybe make
modifications"
oevalo oeval a lisp expressiont'
oHelp" "Interactive Help with Pplan"

'AUXI commands' "Extra commands, mostly for reading and writ-
ing files"
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"list world files" "List data files containing object data"

"read new world" "Read in a new robot world into PPLAN pack-
ageo

osave world" "Save present world state into a file"

"list location files" "List data files containing location data"

"read new locations" "Read in a new robot locations into PPLAN
package"

"save locations" "Save present robot locations into a file"
olíst fspace files" "List data files containing free space representa-
tions"

"read free space" "Read a free space representation from a fiIe,,

"save free space" "Save present free space representation into a

file"
oopen plot file" "Open a file for storing all future vector drawing
in the graphics pane. This file can be sent to a qms laser printer.

"close plot file" "Close plot file.

"initialize puma io" "Establish a serial communication channel to
PUlvlA'

"close puma io" "Close serial communication channel to p[JMA,,
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8.6.3 SÉorage deÉails of FtrX,AN

At the time of this writing the entire PPLAN system souree resides in a

single dírectory"

lama:gord.ppuma;

A brief description of the files is as follows

dirk.lisp : Dírect kinematics for PUMA 560.

fdecomp.lisp : F-space construction functions.

findp.lisp : Find-path algorithms for Fspace representations.

findpms.lisp : Find-path algorithms for mixed Cspace representations.

findph.lisp : Eleuristic find-path algorithms for PUMA 560.

io.lisp : File input/output functions.

interf"lisp : Interference detection algorithms.

invk.lisp : Inverse kinematic functions for PUMA 560.

kinem.lisp : Kinematics functions.

graphics.lisp : Graphics functions.

math.lisp : General mathematical functions.

motion.lisp : Robot motion functions.

model.lísp : Robot modelling functions"

pplan.lisp : PPLAN loading sofrware.

puma_com.lisp : PUlvfA 560 serial communication software.

user_int.lisp : User interface functions.

window.lisp : Window interface software"

All robot and obstacle data information resides in a data files under the
directory of

lama:gord.pplan;

All robot and obstacle information reside in data files ending in .dat,
robot locations reside in files ending in .loc and free space representations
reside in files ending in .fsp. Presently there are four two dimensional robot
examples and one three dimensional example, namely a pUMA 560. These
data files are stored in the following.
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horn.dat : Two dimensional robot with three rotational degrees of
freedom.

gantry.dat : Two dimensional robot with two translational and one
rotational degree of freedom.

mobile.dat : Two dimensional robot with two translational and one
rotational degree of freedom.

postf-zd.dat : Two dimensional robot with two translational and one
rotational degree of freedom.

puma.dat : Three dimensional robot with six rotational degrees of
freedom


